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ABSTRACT
Multimodal fusion increases the performance of emotion
recognition because of the complementarity of different
modalities. Compared with decision level and feature level
fusion, model level fusion makes better use of the advantages
of deep neural networks. In this work, we utilize the Trans-
former model to fuse audio-visual modalities on the model
level. Specifically, the multi-head attention produces mul-
timodal emotional intermediate representations from com-
mon semantic feature space after encoding audio and visual
modalities. Meanwhile, it also can learn long-term tempo-
ral dependencies with self-attention mechanism effectively.
The experiments, on the AVEC 2017 database, shows the
superiority of model level fusion than other fusion strategies.
Moreover, we combine the Transformer model and LSTM
to further improve the performance, which achieves better
results than other methods.

Index Terms— Continuous emotion recognition, model
level fusion, Transformer, multi-head attention

1. INTRODUCTION

Emotional intelligence enables the human-machine interac-
tion more harmoniously. The emotions can be described
by continuous space through attribute dimensions such as
arousal and valence, which use numerical values to indicate
emotional type and degree [1].

Human expresses emotional state related information
through multimodal ways. One modality can be a semantic
complementary for another modality in expressing similar
emotions. Busso et al. [2] showed the fusion of audio and
visual modalities improved the performance and robustness
of emotion recognition systems measurably.

There are mainly three strategies in the efforts of multi-
modal emotion fusion, namely decision level fusion, feature
level fusion and model level fusion [3]. On the decision level
fusion, multiple modalities are modeled independently, then
these single modal recognition results are combined to ob-
tain final predictions [4], which it ignores the interactions be-

tween different modalities. Traditional feature level fusion di-
rectly feeds the concatenated features into a classifier or uses
shallow-layered fusion models [5], but it has the difficulty to
learn mutual relationships among different modalities. An-
other alternative strategy of feature level fusion is multimodal
representation learning. The main approach is to learn joint
representations from shared hidden layer connected with mul-
tiple modalities inputs. The models are usually based on deep
learning frameworks, like deep autoencoder and DNN [6].
Kim et al. [7] proposed four Deep Belief Networks (DBNs)
architectures to capture complex non-linear multimodal fea-
ture correlations for emotion recognition.

Compared with feature level and decision level fusion,
model level fusion learns multimodal interactions inside the
models and makes better advantages of deep neural networks.
Prior researches included Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [8],
kernel models [9] and neural networks [10][11][12]. The at-
tention mechanisms were proposed to learn the alignment be-
tween audio-visual [10] and audio-text streams [11]. Chen et
al. [12] proposed temporal fusion model to dynamically pay
attention to relevant modality features through time, which
made the improvements over traditional fusion strategies.

Long Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTM) are popular
emotion recognition models due to their ability of learning
emotional dynamic temporality with the recurrence structure.
Recently, a more effective no-recurrence Transformer model
was proposed [13]. It models long-term crucial temporal de-
pendencies on the longer span of time which is more suit-
able to model emotional temporal process. Tsai et al. [14]
utilized Transformer to analyze human multimodal language
and exhibited the best performance. In this paper, we draw
lessons from their works to learn semantic-level correlations
across audio-visual modalities with the Transformer model
and achieve model level fusion for continuous emotion recog-
nition.

The rest of paper is organized as below: section 2 briefly
introduces the proposed methods. Section 3 presents the
database and feature sets. Section 4 describes the experimen-
tal results and analysis. Section 5 concludes this paper.
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2. PROPOSED METHODS

In this work, we perform Transform fusion for continuous
emotion recognition. The Transformer model learns emo-
tional long-term temporal dependencies with self-attention
mechanism. What’s more, we achieve model level audio-
visual modalities fusion with the multi-head attention mod-
ule.

2.1. Multimodal Transformer fusion

We utilize the Transformer model to achieve model level fu-
sion, illustrated in Fig. 1. The whole model has no encoder-
decoder structure, and consists of three parts: audio, visual
and multimodal fusion module. Audio and visual modules,
directly attending to low-level features, are responsible to
learn respective emotional long-term temporal dependen-
cies with self-attention mechanism. Then, multimodal fusion
module attends to interactions between the outputs of two sin-
gle modules and latently adapts streams from audio modality
to visual modality via the attention. The motivation is to
transform high level output representations of audio and vi-
sual modules into a common semantic feature space, then
produce effective multimodal feature representations. On
this basis, we directly predict the emotional value behind the
representations to accomplish model level fusion.

Furthermore, we also achieve decision level fusion and
feature level fusion based on the Transformer network as

Fig. 1: The overview of the proposed model. Audio and vi-
sual modules learn emotional long-term temporal dependen-
cies that attends to low-level features. Multimodal fusion
module attends to interactions across audio-visual modali-
ties and latently adapts streams from audio modality to visual
modality via the attention.

(a) Decision level fusion (b) Feature level fusion

Fig. 2: Two traditional multimodal emotion fusion based on
the Transformer network.

shown in Fig. 2. They are based on self-attention mecha-
nism to learn emotional temporal dynamic information. The
difference is where to fuse the representations. Decision
level fusion firstly encodes audio and visual modalities with
individual modules independently, then concatenates the rep-
resentations for final predictions. Feature level fusion firstly
concatenates the representations, then inputs them to single
module for emotion modeling. Note the beginning of the
model introduces a linear layer to transform original audio
and visual inputs to emotional feature space.

2.2. Multi-head attention

Actually, audio module, visual module and multimodal fu-
sion module of section 2.1 are multi-head attention. It ex-
tends conventional attention mechanism to have h multiple
heads, which allows each head to have a different role on at-
tending the encoder outputs. Specifically, the multi-head at-
tention calculates h times Scaled Dot-Product Attention inde-
pendently, then concatenates their outputs to fed into another
linear projection.

Scaled Dot-Product Attention has three inputs: queries,
keys of dimension dk and values of dimension dv . One
query’s output is computed as a weighted sum of the values,
which is computed by a designed function of the query with
corresponding key.

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(QKT /
√

dk)V

For single module above, Q, K and V are same inputs.
For multimodal fusion module, Q is encoded visual features
and K, V are encoded audio features in Fig. 1. Besides, ev-
ery multi-head attention module is followed with one conv1d
layer to focus on short temporal context, which is temporal
convolutional neural network [15].
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3. DATABASE AND FEATURE SETS

3.1. Database

We use Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge and Workshop
(AVEC 2017) database [16] to show the benefits of our
proposed methods. The database collects spontaneous and
naturalistic human-human interactions in the wild consisting
of audio and visual modalities. The recordings are annotated
time-continuously in terms of the emotional dimensions in-
cluding arousal and valence. All emotional dimensions are
annotated every 100ms and scaled into [-1, +1]. There are 64
German subjects in the dataset and are divided into the train-
ing set with 36 subjects, development set with 14 subjects
and test set with 16 subjects. We focus on the estimation of
arousal and valence in this work.

3.2. Features set

The audio and visual modalities are utilized for continu-
ous emotion recognition. We adopt the extended Geneva
Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set (eGeMAPS) [17] as
audio features. The window segment-level acoustic features
are computed over overlapping four seconds resulting in 88
dimensional features, extracted by openSMILE [18]. The
geometric features are regarded as visual features including
facial landmarks locations, Facial Action Units (AUs), head
pose features and eye gaze features. Then, we apply principal
component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality and
0.95 variance is kept.

4. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYSIS

4.1. Experimental setup

All multi-head attention modules of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are
composed of two 4-head attention layers. Besides, each of
two attention layers has a residual connection and layer nor-
malization. The number of hidden nodes of attention layer
and output channels of conv1d layer are 64. Similar to the
works [19], we employ data augmentation, temporal pooling
and delay compensation strategies. We use adam optimiza-
tion algorithm and dropout with the rate 0.5 (12 mini-batch
size and 70 training epochs). The evaluation measure is the
Concordance Correlation Coefficient (CCC) [20].

4.2. Multimodal Transformer fusion

Firstly, we perform unimodal continuous emotion recognition
as the comparison. The single modality features are inputed
to the multi-head attention module for continuous emotion
modeling with self-attention mechanism. The experimental
results in Table 1, show unimodal model can achieve effec-
tive performance. It indicates the Transformer model can be
applied for emotion modeling successfully and verifies the

strong strength and universality of the Transformer model.
The self-attention structure learns whole dependencies from
global information, and models emotional long-term dynamic
information effectively. Besides, the visual features achieve
better performance than audio features in arousal and valence,
which is similar to the works [5][16].

Then, we utilize three different strategies to fuse audio-
visual modalities. The order of audio and visual features as
the inputs has an impact on the model level fusion [14]. Fig. 1
shows the final generated high-level representations are based
on the visual features attending to audio features (audio on
the left and video on the right), represented by “AV” in Table
1. In addition, we can exchange their orders (video on the left
and audio on the right), represented by “VA” in Table 1.

The experimental results show that most of multimodal
systems achieve better performance than unimodal systems.
Multimodal fusion makes positive effects on performance im-
provement. Decision level fusion obtains better performance
than feature level fusion, which is similar to the works [6].
Thus, decision level fusion realizes better complementarity of
emotional information from late individual predictions, while
the simple concatenation of feature level fusion can’t learn
mutual correlations exactly.

On the model level fusion, the performance of “AV”
model is better than visual features, and “VA” model is better
than audio features. The “AV” model achieves better perfor-
mance than the “VA” model. It reveals the “AV” model cap-
tures the visual features as the principle part while the “VA”
model captures the audio features. The results conform with
that the performance of visual features is superior to audio
features. The “AV” model achieves better performance than
decision level fusion and feature level fusion, obtaining best
CCC 0.629 in arousal and 0.593 in valence. The “AV” model
enables visual modality for receiving information from audio
modality and learns the correlation of audio-visual modalities
to accomplish model level fusion. What’ more, model level
fusion models long-term temporal dependencies efficiently in
the phase of multimodal fusion, which promotes the perfor-
mance significantly. In general, the performance of arousal
is better than valence. Perhaps, arousal needs short temporal
context [21] which makes it easier to emotional modeling for
the Transformer model.

Table 1: Performance of unimodal and multimodal fusion in
arousal and valence from audio and visual features.

Arousal Valence

Audio 0.471 0.315
Visual 0.602 0.557

Decision level fusion 0.611 0.589
Feature level fusion 0.597 0.586

VA 0.494 0.371
AV 0.629 0.593
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Table 3: CCC comparison of unimodal and multimodal fusion between our proposed models and other methods.

Arousal Valence
Audio Visual Multimodal Audio Visual Multimodal

SVM [16] 0.344 0.466 0.525 0.351 0.400 0.507
LSTM [19] 0.497 0.601 0.615 0.438 0.662 0.671
Transformer 0.471 0.612 0.629 0.315 0.557 0.593

Transformer+LSTM 0.519 0.623 0.654 0.421 0.647 0.708

4.3. Multimodal Transformer fusion with LSTM

Multimodal fusion module generates a latent cross-modal
representations that fuses audio-visual information. In this
section, we explore the capability of high-level represen-
tations. Specifically, we add one LSTM layer before final
linear layer in all models. The number of hidden nodes of the
LSTM layer is 64 and other parameter settings are similar.
The experimental results are shown in Table 2.

Compared Table 2 with Table 1, the performance of
all models is improved in different degree. It indicate the
Transformer model can generate expressive high-level emo-
tional representations, which can be better inferred by LSTM
model. Besides, the model combining Transformer and
LSTM model can learn emotional temporal dependencies
better to obtain a promising increase in performance. The
“AV” model achieves best performance 0.654 in arousal and
0.708 in valence, which is 0.025 higher in arousal and 0.105
in valence than Table 1.

Different from Table 1, the performance of feature level
fusion is slightly better than decision level fusion. Thus, the
addition of LSTM layer can help feature level fusion to learn
complicated mutual relationships across audio-visual modal-
ities. Another difference is that the performance of valence
is better than arousal, probably the combination model can
model longer temporal contexts to improve the performance
of valence.

We compare our results with the baselines [16] and the
runner-up [19] of AVEC 2017, as shown in Table 3. The base-
lines utilized SVM and feature level fusion. The work [19]
utilized LSTM model and explored decision level and feature
level fusion strategies. However, there is no multimodal fu-

Table 2: Performance of unimodal and multimodal fusion
with LSTM layer in arousal and valence from audio and vi-
sual features.

Arousal Valence

Audio 0.519 0.421
Visual 0.613 0.647

Decision level fusion 0.637 0.652
Feature level fusion 0.632 0.665

VA 0.564 0.477
AV 0.654 0.708

sion results for the eGeMAPS and geometric features. For
fair comparison, we conduct the experiments with two mul-
timodal fusion strategies using these two features following
their methods. The best performances are listed in Table 3.

Our methods achieve better performance than SVM both
in unimodal and multimodal systems. The results demon-
strate the potential benefits of the Transformer model for
continuous emotion recognition. The “Transformer+LSTM”
model obtains best performance of single modality in arousal,
which indicates our proposed models are more conducive
to arousal prediction. The “Transformer+LSTM” model
achieves best performance of multimodal fusion, which is
0.039 higher in arousal and 0.027 higher in valence than
LSTM. The Transformer model achieves long span model-
ing from global information and LSTM focuses temporal
context information. As a result, their combination further
promotes the performance effectively and integrates audio-
visual modalities more closely on the model level fusion.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This work explores multimodal emotion fusion across audio-
visual modalities with the Transformer network for continu-
ous emotion recognition. The Transformer model is utilized 
to learn long-term temporal dependencies with self-attention 
mechanism. The results show the potential benefits o f the 
Transformer model to obtain more promising performance 
for continuous emotion recognition. The multi-head atten-
tion module is utilized to consider the interactions between 
audio-visual modalities on the model level fusion, which ob-
tains better performance than decision level and feature level 
fusion. Further, we combine the Transformer network and 
LSTM layer to explore the capability of high-level represen-
tations. The “Transformer+LSTM” model achieves better 
performance than SVM and LSTM model in multimodal fu-
sion systems. Our proposed model can integrate audio-visual 
modalities information efficiently on the model level fusion. 
In the future, we will extend multimodal Transformer fu-
sion to other modalities like textual modality to improve the 
performance.
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